Automated optimal detection and classification of neural action potentials in extra-cellular recordings.
Determination of single unit spikes from multiunit spike trains plays a critical role in neurophysiological coding studies which require information about the precise timing of events underlying the neural codes that are the basis of behavior. Searching for optimal spike detection strategies has therefore been the focus of many studies over the past two decades. In this study we describe and implement an algorithm for the optimal real time detection and classification of neural spikes. The algorithm consists of three steps: noise analysis, template generation and real time detection and classification. The first step involves estimating the background noise statistics. In this step, a "cap-fitting" algorithm is used to automatically detect a spike free segment and then the mean, standard deviation and autocorrelation function of the noise are computed. The second step involves generating optimal templates of the spikes from a segment containing both noise and multiunit activity. In this step, a generalized matched filter is used to isolate a set of preliminary spikes from the noise. The first principal component of previously recorded templates is used as the deterministic signal. The preliminary spikes are then clustered in a sub-space spanned by the first three principal components to form new templates. The third step uses these templates for the real time spike detection and classification. In this step the incoming data are projected into a lower dimensional space that is designed to maximally separate the signal from the noise energy. This algorithm provides an accurate estimate of the signal to noise ratio and provides an accurate estimate of spike times and spike shapes.